Revised Sentence: The patient arrived at the office; he had a very rare tumor that, upon exertion, caused dyspnea.
Dr. Casavant's definitions of the word presented clearly distinguish its medical and common usages. The medical usage of the word is confined to "a patient," and the common usage suggests a common introduction, a subtle but significantly important difference-especially if the person presenting is sick. Presented is part of doctor speak in great part because the community felt the need to define the term as part of the medical lexicon. By doing so, the medical community agreed to give the word significance, but the definition loses something when tumors start presenting.
Dr. Casavant suggests that the sentence in question is "concise, accurate, and both medically and grammatically correct, including [the] use of present." I never suggest the sentence is not grammatically correct. I do suggest poor syntax, arrangements of words in a sentence, in part because of the repetition of the word presented and the tumor that comes with it.
And although Dr. Casavant did not see relevance in my hypothetical questions, emergency room personnel often record the mode of transportation and the carrier of the patient to the hospital. Such information has relevance in particular types of studies, and I encourage authors to include documented information in their manuscripts since the information is available. I posed theoretical questions that actually have relevance.
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